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Modeling of MHD Edge Containment in Strip Casting 

with ELEKTRA and CaPS-EM Codes 

Fon-Chieh Chang 

Argonne National Laboratory 

Abstract 

This paper presents modeling studies of magnetohydrodynamics analysis in twin-roll 
casting. Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and ISPAT Inland Inc. (Inland), formely Inland 
Steel Co., have worked together to develop a three-dimensional (3-D) computer model that can 
predict eddy currents, fluid flows, and liquid metal containment of an electromagnetic (EM) edge 
containment device. The model was verified by comparing predictions with experimental results of 
liquid metal containment and fluid flow in EM edge dams (EMDs) that were designed at Inland for 
twin-roll casting. This mathematical model can significantly shorten casting research on the use of 
EM fields for liquid metal containment and control. The model can optimize the EMD design so it 
is suitable for application, and minimize expensive time-consuming full-scale testing. 

Numerical simulation was performed by coupling a 3-D finite-element EM code (ELEKTRA) 
and a 3-D finite-difference fluids code (CaPS-EM) to solve heat transfer, fluid flow, and 
turbulence transport in a casting process that involves EM fields. ELEKTRA can predict the eddy-
current distribution and the EM forces in complex geometries. CaPS-EM can model fluid flows 
with free surfaces. The computed 3-D magnetic fields and induced eddy currents in ELEKTRA are 
used as input to temperature- and flow-field computations in CaPS-EM. Results of the numerical 
simulation compared well with measurements obtained from both static and dynamic tests. 



1 Introduction 

Steel sheets, which are widely used in the automotive and appliance •"d-trie^' ^ ^ t o 
made mainly by continuous casting of 50- to 300-mB,-thick slabs followed by ho^ Img 
reduce the thickness to = 2.5 mm, and then by cold rolling to the final thickness. A schematic 
representation of traditional slab casting is shown in Fig. 1. Because hot-rolling stage .s vety 
capital- and energy-intensive, it adds significantly to the cost of the finished product. The need of 
industry to develop its capabil.ty to cast relatively thin sheets of steel is urgent. If thin sheets could 
be cast the entire hot-rolling portion of the process could be eliminated. The cost savmgs would 
give the sheet product an enormous economic advantage over products made by competmg 
methods. 

Liquid Metal 

Tundlsh 

Nozzle 

Mold 
5 - 7 mm < 1 m m 

^ g ^ ^ 

200 - 250 mm • • ^ ^ 
Hot Mill Cold Mill 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of conventional slab casting 

Twin-roll casting has been used to produce wide, thin aluminum strips. Several twin-roll 
processes are used to cast strips that are 2 to 5 mm thick and 1500 to 2000 mm wide [1-5]. 
Traditionally, this technique for casting thin strips requires some type of ceramic material at the 
ends of counter-rotating rollers to contain the molten metal pool, as shown in Fig. 2. Ceramic 
dams endure for only a short time and are susceptible to erosion and breakage. They also are sites 
on which the molten metal can solidify, and this solidified metal can become attached to the strip 
that is being formed and thus alter the roll gap spacing, and hence the thickness of the cast product 
and its surface temperature. These alternations can lead to surface defects, variation in product 
thickness, leakage of liquid steel from the caster, and even strand breakage and liquid steel 
breakouts. 



Liquid Metal 

Tundlsh 

Twin Roll 

< 1 mm 

/ 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of twin-roll casting with ceramic solid dam 

Magnetics is increasingly being used in a broad range of metallurgical applications, from 
relatively mature applications, such as the electromagnetic (EM) mold for casting aluminum [6]; to 
emerging or proposed applications, such as levitation and/or confinement in the entry region 
between the tundish and a horizontal casting mold, edge confinement [7] and control [8] within a 
strip or plate caster, and control of shape (e.g., thickness); to nearly final form specifications [9]. 
In virtually all such applications, an alternating EM field is used to induce current to flow within 
the molten metal to create the desired confinement forces. The confinement forces work against a 
static head that, in many applications, is primarily gravitational. 

Use of the EM field will play a major role in the evolution of the steel industry [10-14] 
because under these circumstances, no contact is made with the steel, defects can be minimized, 
and product quality can be improved. Many problems with product quality are related to mold and 
air-gap formation, and to interaction between the ingot shell and the liquid core. Moldless casting, 
wherein an EM field supports the liquid metal until it enters the direct-quench zone, could eliminate 
these problems. The application of EM edge dams (EMDs) in twin-roll casting (Fig. 3) can bypass 
the fundamental problems of ceramic solid dams and make economic sense [15,16]. In other 
words, if the EMD concept is successful, all of the problems associated with ceramic edge 
containment could be eliminated and the possibility of successfully developing a twin-roll strip 
casting process for steel would be significantly increased. Application of EM fields in twin-roll 
casting is a complicated process that involves interaction among electric, magnetic, thermal, 



mechanical, and metallurgical phenomena. Therefore, modeling is needed to '̂ '̂P J ^ ^ f ^^ 
performance of products, enhance their value, get them to the marketplace sooner, and gain 
competitive advantages for business and industry. 

Fig. 3. Twin-roll casting with EMDs 

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and Inland have worked together to develop a 3-D 
computer model that can predict fluid flows and eddy currents in EMDs for twin-roll casting. 
Numerical simulations were performed to compute the EM force and fluid flow by coupling the 
finite-element EM code ELEKTRA and the finite-difference casting process magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) code CaPS-EM. ELEKTRA solves 3-D time-varying EM field equations and predicts the 
induced eddy currents and EM forces. The time variation can be either transient or steady-state 
AC. CaPS-EM provides an efficient solution for transient heat conduction within the metal and 
between the metal and the mold and computes the profile of the free surface [17]. The computed 3-
D magnetic fields and induced current densities in ELEKTRA are used as input for flow-field 
computations in CaPS-EM. The model developed by ANL and Inland involves solution of the 
Maxwell equations, the Navier-Stokes equations, and the transport equations for turbulence kinetic 
energy k and its rate of dissipation e. Turbulent flow is included to describe recirculating, 
electromagnetically induced flows, and control of turbulent flow in the liquid metal is an efficient 
way to improve perfonnance of the EM system. The model utilizes the design data and operating 



parameters of both static and dynamic test rigs of an industrial twin-roll caster to compute transient 
fluid flows. 

2 Synopsis of ELEKTRA Code 

The ELEKTRA is commercial software developed by Vector Fields Inc. in England for 3-D 
eddy current computation and electromagnetic design [18-20]; see Sec. 1 of the User Guide for 
Modeling of MHD Edge Containment in Strip Casting with ELEKTRA and CaPS-EM codes (the 
Appendix). 

The ELEKTRA package is a sound-generation-integrated suite of programs for 3-D analysis 
of eddy currents. The package includes powerful pre- and post-processing modules linked to an 
analysis module of advanced design, based on research carried out at Vector Fields and Philips, 
Eindhoven. The package is used in many applications and is specifically characterized by: 

• three-dimensional time-varying EM fields, 
• time harmonic and transient fields, motional effects, 
• efficient geometry and data input facilities, and 
• comprehensive result processing and 3-D model display. 

ELEKTRA uses a discrete finite-element model to solve the partial differential equations that 
govem the behavior of a system and includes the EM finite-element pre- and post-processor 
0PERA-3D. 

2.1 Model Generation 

Using OPERA a mesh is formed which is automatically subdivided into elements. A 2-D 
grid is created initially and is swept through space to create a 3-D model. The sweep operation 
includes facilities for rotation, projection, and translation. The resulting model has the following 
features: -

• 3-D curved surfaces, • tetrahedral, prism, and brick primitives, 
• conductors modeled separately, • wire frame and hidden surface displays, and 
• light-source shading option for display purposes. 

The mesh primitive blocks are assigned orientation and material characteristics. The resultant input 
is fed directly into the analysis module. 

2.2 Analysis 

ELEKTRA solves the 3-D time-varying magnetic field equations. The time variation can 
either be transient or alternating (steady state). In addition, the effects due to motion can be 
computed. Total and reduced magnetic scalar potentials are used in non-conducting media. Use of 



solutions and different conductors in contact. 

2.3 Post-Processing 

OPERA provides the user facilities to display the results of the analysis in several ways, 

including 

• 3-D model views from any angle, 
• graphs, histograms, and contour maps ofthe solutions, 
• contours of components of the results on any surface, 
• calculation of fields, forces, and energy, 
• particle tracking, and 
• user-defined function. 

3 Synopsis of CaPS-EM Code 

Argonne National Laboratory and Inland have worked together under a Cooperative Research 
and Development Agreement (CRADA) to modify ANL software that could help steel companies 
model continuous casting at substantial savings of production cost and energy. This joint effort 
has provided a 3-D computer model, the macroscopic casting process simulator with EMs (CaPS-
EM), that can predict fluid flows and eddy currents in molten steel. The model CaPS-EM is 
verified by predicting liquid metal containment and fluid flow in caster designs for application at a 
demonstration plant. 

Previous research involved the use of magnetic fields to contain liquid metal in an 
experimental thin-strip caster [16]. The research involved expensive bench-scale testing devices 
that cast molten metals but did not simulate large-scale industrial casters. However, it was 
necessary to follow bench-scale testing in a pilot-scale caster. 

The CaPS-EM significantly shorten casting research that involves the use of EM fields for 
liquid metal containment, stirring, and control. The model also optimizes the existing casting 
processes and minimizes expensive, time-consuming, full-scale testing. The cost savings from 
thin-strip casting would give the sheet product an enormous economic advantage over competing 
methods. Thin-strip casting has the potential to achieve this technological breakthrough, giving the 
U.S. steel industry a strong competitive edge over its foreign competitors. Steel sheet is used 
extensively in the automotive and appliance industries, which stand to gain from the successful 
development of this process. 



The above-described work was supported by the Department of Energy (DOE), Office of the 
Energy Research, Laboratory Technology Transfer Program. Argonne's work under this CRADA 
is an extension of past DOE work on EM casting and on the Casting Process Simulation (CaPS) 
code, which was supported by DOE's Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy. Other 
research and development on which the work is based includes eddy-current modeling work 
supported by DOE's Fusion Power Program. 

3.1 Features of CaPS-EM Code 

The CaPS-EM software combines heat transfer, fluid flow, and EM-field aspects, and can 
describe various solidification aspects, including mold filling and containment. CaPS-EM is a 3-D 
time-dependent computer code that involves a finite-volume formulation for the mass, momentum, 
energy, and turbulent-flow equations; its origin is in CaPS [17] and it exhibits the following 
characteristics: 

• CaPS-EM uses the Casting Pre-processor (CPRE) geometric modeling package to 
construct the geometry, generate a neutral file that consists of a list of named 
components, and post-process the simulation results; it builds the geometry 
independentiy of the mesh, a time-saving procedure. Each named component 
involves a set of hyperpatches, patches, or grids that are included in the session file to 
create the geometry. 

• A mesh generator of structured regular cells is included and is interfaced with the 
neutral-file output of the solid geometric package. 

• Visual user interfaces that are based on the HOOPS package, which contains a 
hierarchical database of geometric information, have been developed. These visual 
interfaces allow the user to observe, create, verify, and view the meshed geometry, 
set up the boundary and initial conditions, view the various named components, and 
initialize the simulation parameters (e.g., maximum time allowed for the run, iteration 
time interval, maximum number of steps, step interval for graphical output, etc.). 

• The CaPS-EM generates a data file to read EM-field data from ELEKTRA into CaPS-

EM. 

• The CaPS-EM shell scripts interactively provide a step-by-step procedure to simulate 
the solidification process, thus making the software very user friendly. 

CaPS-EM efficiently solves transient heat conduction within the metal and between the metal 
and the mold and should be used in conjunction with CPRE and HOOPS packages. With CaPS-
EM, containment techniques can be improved by validating the design of the edge dam system to 
increase both magnetic field and magnetic force. Also, optimization can be achieved by computing 



• .u .»oc PflPS FM is an efficient software tool that saves time 
the effects of key parameters m the process. CaPS-bM is an eu 
and energy and reduces surfacing work while producing more efficient casting of thrn slabs. 

3.2 Organization of CaPS-EM Model 

An overview of CaPS-EM is provided to give the user a feeling for what the CaPS software 
requires and what it can do. A flow chart is provided in Section 3.4 of thts report to show the 
various modules of CaPS-EM and their contributions to the simulation. 

The first step in modeling with CaPS-EM software is to build the geometry. CaPS-EM 
interacts with CPRE via the neutral file. The step after building the geometir is to either divide the 
geometiy into rectangular cells (meshing) or set the boundary and initial conditions so the vanous 
configurations are similar to those used in real procedures. Once the geometry is set and the 
boundary and initial conditions are assigned to various parts of the geometry, geometnc meshing 
can be performed. 

The input file to begin the simulation is described in Sec. 2.1 of the Appendix. Section 2.2 
ofthe Appendix describes how hard-copy output can be obtained for various parameters with the 
Print Step feature of CaPS-EM. In CaPS-EM, material properties are temperature-dependent and 
are to be included in the properties database directory. 

As mentioned eariier, CaPS-EM software originated from the CaPS code and is extended to 
MHD application by accounting for the. EM-field effect. Therefore, more information and 
guidelines are listed in the "User Guide for the Casting Process Simulator Software CaPS-2D" 
[17]. 

3.3 Overview of CaPS-EM Modules 

Several modules of CaPS-EM can be used to facilitate the geometric setup and to submit a 
simulation run. The CaPS-EM shell scripts perform all of the linkages, and the user generally need 
not worry about file structure. 

The CaPS-EM shell scripts make up an important user-friendly tool that links all files and 
directories and thus does not burden the user with creating links, etc. The visual interfaces 
(Vbounds and Vmesher) facilitate the setup of initial and boundary conditions and geometry 
meshing. Post-processing can be performed either with the Print Step load module that provides 
hard-copy output of the variables for particular time steps, or with Casting Post-processor 
(CPOST), which is linked to the Cas load module via Capspat. Thus, the simulation results can be 
displayed in CPOST, and the various plots of velocity vectors, solid mass fraction, temperature 
isotherms, and fluid volume can be analyzed to understand fluid flow and heat transfer for the part 
assembly in the geometry. 



Next, we will discuss how various input and output files are linked and placed in the 
working directory. CaPS-EM creates the files according to the working modules and links or 
copies the various files in the current working module. In this way, the time lost in input/output 
processes is minimized. 

3.4 Flow Chart of CaPS-EM Software 

Figure 4 shows the flow chart of the CaPS-EM software and indicates the modules that must 
be set and initialized before going to the next module down the flow chart. Initially, the geometry 
is set up with the CPRE software. 

Fig. 4. Flow chart of CaPS-EM software 

The geometry is built by using grids, patches, and hyperpatches. Patches and hyperpatches 
are grouped into user-defined, named components to facilitate boundary condition and initial 
condition (BCIC) assignments, respectively. These named components are the basis upon which 
the boundary conditions identify various sections of the geometry. Next, a neutral file is created. 
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Because this neutral file contains the descriptions of the named components, it is a ""k tha' -aWe^ 
CaPS-EM to compute the geometnc hypen^atch volumes, display the geometiy in the visual 
interfaces, and identify the various geometric sections. 

The meshing ofthe geometry and the setup of the initial and boundary - " ^ 1 ^ . - a r e on the 
same level and thus either module can be initiated. The geometnc volumes created with CPRE can 
be initialized and the surfaces can be assigned specific boundary conditions with the Vbound 
module The meshing is perfonned by the visual Vmesher interface. These visual interfaces can 
easily detect any geometric flaws. If flaws are detected, the user must start again by creating or 
rectifying the geometry with CPRE and then, after computing the hyperpatch volumes, the 
Vbounds and Vmesher can again be initiated. 

After the user sets the problem, meshes the geometry, and applies the boundary and initial 
conditions, a model is created with one particular mesh and one particular set of conditions. The 
model contains the various conditions under which the simulation runs are to be conducted. 
Multiple runs can be carried out for the same model by changing the conditions of the simulation 
via the *.TS file. 

Once the runs are completed, the post-processing module can be initiated and the simulation 
results may be viewed. The files that show up in the simulation are 

*NE Neutial file generated by CPRE. 

*ME Meshing file created by using the vi editor or the Vmesher module of CaPS-EM. 

*BC Boundary and initial conditions file created with the vi editor of the Unix 
system or the Vbounds module of CaPS-EM. 

*TS Simulation run conditions file to be used by CaPS-EM to set the various 
simulation parameters. 

*EMF EM-fields file generated by ELEKTRA, which is used to input the EM-field 
parameters (magnetic field, current density, electric field, and magnetic force) 
into CaPS-EM. 

4 Mathematical Model and Numerical Procedure 

In this study, numerical simulations were performed to compute the EM force and fluid flow 
by coupling the finite-element code ELEKTRA and the finite-difference casting process MHD code 
CaPS-EM. In this EM casting, fluid flow of liquid metal with a free surface under EM force was 
investigated numerically. The volume fraction method was introduced to treat the free surface, and 
the magnetic potential was used for eddy-current analysis. The shape of the free surface is 
govemed primarily by the balance of EM pressures against pressures due to gravity. Transfer of 
momentum due to both flows of molten metal and turbulence may also be critically important. 
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Quantitative mathematical representation of this system involves the induced current, the EM field, 
the EM force, and the resultant fluid flow. The resultant model involves solutions of the Maxwell 
equations, the Navier-Stokes equations, and the transport equations for the turbulence kinetic 
energy and its rate of dissipation. A turbulent-flow model is included in CaPS-EM to describe 
recirculating electiomagnetically induced flows. Control of turbulent flow in the liquid metal can 
be an efficient method for improving performance of the EM system. These steps may be 
convenientiy divided into EM calculations and fluid flow computations. 

The following assumptions and simplifications are made in the mathematical model: 

• All flows are assumed to be isotropic and at steady state. 
• Fluid flow due to causes other than EM action (e.g., pouring stream) is not included 

in the simulation. 
• Time-averaged values of the EM forces are appropriate for fluid-flow calculations. 

4.1 Electromagnetic Equations 

ELEKTRA uses a combination of vector and scalar magnetic potentials to model time-
varying EM fields. Vector potentials are used in conducting media, and scalar potentials are used 
elsewhere. In time-varying fields, the currents induced in conducting volumes are some of the 
unknowns in the system. Therefore, their fields cannot be evaluated by simply performing an 
integration. Inside the conducting volumes, the field representation must include a rotational 
component. ELEKTRA combines the efficient total-and-reduced scalar potential method for non
conducting volumes with an algorithm that uses a vector potential in the conducting volumes. 

In a low-frequency time-varying magnetic field, when the dimensions of the objects in the 
space are small when compared with the wavelengths of the fields, the magnetic and electric fields 
are related by the low-frequency limit of Maxwell's equations: 

Magnetic flux density: V • B =0 (I) 

Ampere's Law: J = 'V x H (2) 

Faraday's Law: 'V x E = - 9B/3t (3) 

and 

Ohm's Law: J = a (E-I-U x B), (4) 

where a is the electrical conductivity, B is the magnetic flux density, E is the electric field 
strength, H is the magnetic field strength, and J is the current density. Once the current 
distribution and the vector potential are known, the magnetic field is readily calculated and one may 
then obtain the EM force F by solving the relationship 
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F = J x B . 
(5) 

4.2 Fluid Flow Equations [Refs. 17, 21] 

The conservation equations of continuity, motion, and energy in CaPS-EM are developed by 
the mass, momentum, and energy balance, respectively, over a control volume, i.e.. 

dp ^ ^ (pUi)_o 
dl dx: 

(6) 

Equation 6 indicates that the rate of mass accumulation is the difference between the rate of mass 
into and mass out of the control volume, i.e.. 

dt " ^ j " " j 
ifXi + Hi) 

dx; ^ X j 
- T - ^ + Pgi+fiijkJjBk- (7) 

In Eq. 7, the terms on left-hand side indicate the rate of increase of momentum. The terms on the 
right-hand side are the rate of momentum gain by convection, the pressure force on an element, the 
rate of momentum gain by viscous transfer, the gravitational force on an element, and the EM force 
on an element, respectively. 

4.3 Energy Transport Equation 

Temperature profiles are calculated from electrothermal heating (Joule heating) and an energy 
balance. Heat is transferred from the roller surfaces to the liquid metal by convection. 

aT d L dT 
OX: dx , I d X: 

-t-crE.E^ (8) 

4.4 Turbulence Model 

The k-e model is used for the bulk of the liquid. The transport equations that describe the 
time and space distributions of turbulence kinetic energy k and its rate of dissipation e (Eqs. 9 and 
10) are given in terms of production, buoyancy, dissipation, and diffusion. The EM effect on 
turbulence is implied by the last term of Eq. 9 [22]. 

5k -_ (?k „ ^ d 
P^^+P Uj^— = Pk + Gk-pe + - -

dx, dx di ^k )dX: 
CMHD<7kBjBj (9) 
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de, J, ds e /n , r̂  \ ê  d 
P — + P U j - — = c i £ - (Pk-h Gk) - C2£P— -^• -—-

5 t -^^Xj k k dxj 

/̂ t 
+ lit 

de 
dx, 

(10) 

In Eqs. 9 and 10, Pk and Gk are defined in Ref. 23 as follows: 

Pk = A<eff 
dv, 
dx 

'dJJ^^dlJ^ 
•ydx-. dxj 

(11) 

and 

Hi dp 

pOi^dT 

dT 
axi •' 

V J J 

(12) 

In Eqs. 9-12, Pk is the source term due to mean shear and Gk is the source term due to thermal 

buoyancy, an (= 0.9) is the turbulence Prandtl number that is used to calculate conductivity, and 

Ok (=1.0) is the turbulence Prandti number for k. a^ (=1.3) is the turbulence Prandtl number for e, 

cie (=1.44) is the coefficient of turbulence production, and cjz (=1.92) is the coefficient for decay-

of-grid turbulence. The effective viscosity fieff (= V^e + M-t) is the sum of laminar and turbulent 

viscosities. 

In the immediate vicinity of a solid wall, the values of turbulence properties vary 

significantiy. Therefore, the wall function treatment is applied to predict the correct values of 

momentum flux, energy flux, and gradients of k and £. Figure 5 shows the two-layer wall 

function model [23] used in the simulation. When yp > y f, the first node is in the fully turbulent 

zone and one has 

kp=u ^V^̂  (13) 

and 

*3 
e p = u / (Kyp) . 

When yp < y f, the node P is in the laminar sublayer and one has 

(14) 

k p = u ( y p / y f ) / J c (15) 

and 
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e p = u ' / (Ky^). 
(16) 

where the constant c^ 

is detennined from the roughness of the wall 

0.09, K (= 0.42) is the von Kannan constant, and the constant E ( - 9.0) 

4 Laminar 

Sublayer 

< 
Yl 

Fully 
Turbulent Zone 

• 

(a) 

i Laminar 
Sublayer 

yi 

yp 

Fully 
Turbulent Zone 

1 P 

• 

(b) 

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of two-layer wall function model: 

(a) Yp < yi and (b) yp > y, 

4.5 Dynamic Test Rigs 

A functional strip caster uses two counter-rotating rollers. The liquid metal is injected from 

the nozzle and exits from the nip of the rollers. The nozzle is at the center between the two rollers, 

and is submerged in the liquid (Fig. 3). The shear force F„ is a momentum transport from the 

rotating rollers to the liquid metal near the rollers. In the numerical model, F̂ ,̂ is treated as an 

extemal source in the momentum equations and is applied only to the boundary cells that are next 

to the rollers. 

Fw.x = A, T„„ = A, )i (au/an)„,, 

F„.y = Ay x„,y = Ay la ( a u / 9 n ) „ ^ 

Fw>z ^ K T̂ŵz = A, ^ (au/an)„_. 

Where A and x are surface of the rollers and shear stress, respectively. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
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4.6 Data Transfer from ELEKTRA to CaPS-EM 

ELEKTRA solves the 3-D time-varying magnetic field equations. When the time variation is 
alternating (steady state), all quantities in ELEKTRA are complex phasors and can be expressed in 
the form 

X = Xavg cos((Ot - 6). (20) 

Consequently, after dot or cross products are obtained with these quantities, the computations 
come out in the form 

Y = Z cos(2a)t - >P). (21) 

To calculate the average values of ejjkJjBk, EiEĵ  and BjBj per cycle in Eqs. 7, 8, and 9 from the 
ELEKTRA postprocessor, it is necessary to output the real part (AC time angle = 0°) and imaginary 
part (AC time angle = 90°) of the quantities in separate tables and average the values in a separate 
independent code. The computations are evaluated as follows: 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

(22d) 

(22e) 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(23c) 

(23d) 

(23e) 

Average the values to obtain 

Fx =(Fxl+Fx2) /2 (24a) 

Set the AC time angle = 0° and create the table 

Fxl 

Fyi 

Fzl 

Ei2 

Bi2 

= Jy Bz - Jz By 

= Jz Bx - Jx Bz 

= Jx By - Jy Bx, 

= Ex2-FEy2-fE,2 

= Bx2 + By2 + Bz2 

Set the AC time angle = 90° and create the table 

Fx2 

Fy2 

Fz2 

E22 

B22 

= Jy Bz - Jz By 

= Jz Bx - Jx Bz 

= Jx By - Jy Bx, 

= Ex2 -1- Ey2 -1- Ez2 

= Bx2 -H By2 + Bz2 
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(24b) 
Fy = (Fyl + Fy2) / 2 

(24c) 
Fz = (Fzi+Fz2)/2. 
E,Ei =(Ei2 + E22)/2 (24d) 

(B,2 + B22)/2 (24e) 

4.7 Potentials and Boundary Conditions 

In ELEKTRA, the choice of potential type in each region depends on the properties of the 
region. Either reduced potential or total potential can be used in curtent-free regions, whereas 
vector potential must be used in eddy-cun-ent regions. In this application, reduced potential is used 
in the air region, total potential is used for the laminated material, and vector potential is applied to 
liquid Indalloy, copper shield, roller, carbon steel tube, and carbon steel plate. 

The boundary conditions of the thermal hydraulics used in this study are symmetry about the 
center line, no slip at the solid surfaces introduced through wall functions, free surface at the top of 
the liquid metal, and free surface at the interface between the liquid metal and the air gap. We think 
that these boundary conditions do not introduce a serious error that will affect the overall system. 
For isothermal flow of liquid metal, heat transfer will not occur between the liquid Indalloy and the 
ambient air, and the energy equation is not solved. 

5 System Layout 

The basic concept for the EMD to provide containment in twin-roll casting is to create a 
primary time-varying magnetic field that penetrates a passive conductor (the liquid metal to be 
contained). As the time-varying field changes, an EM force is generated in the plane at right angles 
to the direction of the changing flux and produces a perpendicular current flow within the liquid 
metal. The induced current interacts with the primary magnetic field to create a body force (Lorentz 
force) on the liquid metal that repels the conductor away from the source of the primary field and 
contains the molten metal. The body force on the liquid metal is the vector cross product of the 
induced current density and the magnetic flux density. The design problem reduces to that of 
placing a confinement coil or coils so that a desired free-surface shape can be obtained or metal can 
be confined against a specified static head. 

Figure 6 is schematic representation of one EMD in a static-test-rig configuration, called the 
proximity type EMD [15,16]. A copper conductor is placed parallel to the plane of the desired 
containment. A large AC current passes through the conductor and is concentrated on the face of 
the conductor closest to the liquid metal. Because of the proximity of the conductor to the liquid 
metal, AC vertical current creates a horizontal magnetic field. The liquid metal that is to be 
contained interacts with the magnetic field, and the containment forces are generated. These forces 
support the liquid metal until it passes the kissing point of the rollers. In this design, a high-
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penneability laminated material that surrounds the conductor enhances this effect and concentrates 
the magnetic flux density. The size of the air gap inside the laminated material decreases from 
bottom (nip) to top and is used to adjust the magnetic field. The copper shield that surrounds the 
laminated material confines the magnetic field. 

A computer model was developed to simulate the schematic representation and three tests 
were performed to compare model results. In Test 1, a configuration with a static test rig (i.e., 
rollers do not rotate) was simulated with operating current I = 3.74 kA and frequency f = 4.23 kHz 
when there is no liquid metal between two rollers. In Test 2, the configuration was the same as in 
Test 1 but I = 13 kA, f = 4.4 kHz, and liquid Indalloy was placed in front of the magnet (Indalloy 
has low melting temperature and is used to simulate liquid steel in laboratory tests). In Test 3, a 
dynamic casting condition was considered. To analyze the containment, computations were made 
for 1 = 23.5 kA, f = 1.6 kHz, and liquid steel AISI304. The main parameters of the computational 
data used in tests are summarized in Table 1. 

Laminated 
Material 

Steel 
Plate 

Proximity Type EMD 

Conductor 

\v:^ dap J± 

Shield 

_Air Gap 

Cooling Water 

Liquid Metal 

Steel 
Tube 

Copper 
Roller 

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of EMD in twin-roll casting 



Table 1. Parameters of computational setup 

Parameter 

Magnetic Coils 
No phases 
Operating current (kA) 

Frequency (kHz) 

EMD Geometry 

Air gap between EMD and liquid metal (mm) 

Dimension of twin-roll nip (mm) 

Di ameter of rol ler (mm) 

Height of liquid metal containment (mm) 

Casting speed (m/min) 

Rotational speed of rollers (rad/s) 

Liquid Metal 

Material 

Density (kg/m^) 

Electric conductivity (S/m) 

Kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 

Relative permeability 

Roller 
Material 
Electric conductivity (S/m) 

Relative permeability 

Tube and Plate 

Material 

Electric conductivity (S/m) 

Relative permeability 

Laminated material 

Electric conductivity (S/m) 

Relative permeability 

Shield 

Material 

Electric conductivity (S/m) 

Relative permeability 

Test Rig Values 

Static / Static Dynamic 

(Test 1/Test 2) (Test 3) 

1/1 

3 .74 /13 

4.23 / 4.4 

5 .0 /5 .0 

10.0 / 10.0 

120.0 / 120.0 

0.0 / 25.0 

0.0 / 0.0 

0.0 / 0.0 

Air / Indalloy 

1.135/8440 

0.0/1.41e-l-6 

0.0/2.14e-3 

1.0/1.0 

Copper 

5.0e-i-7 

I.O 

Carbon Steel 

I.0e-(-6 

1000.0 

0.0 

1000.0 

Copper 

S.Oe-hl 

1.0 

1 

23.5 

1.6 

5.0 

3.0 

120.0 

33.0 

40.0 

1.112 

AISI304 

7200 

I.39e-i-6 

2.19e-3 

1.0 

Carbon 

l.Oe-t-6 

1000.0 

Stainless Steel 

1.396-1-6 

1.0 

0.0 

1000.0 

Copper 

5.0e-l-7 
1.0 
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6 Results and Discussion 

In Fig. 7, the measured and calculated magnetic flux density (Bx) is shown as a function of 
the vertical distance at the centeriine of a 5-mm air gap when I = 3.742 kA and f = 4.231 kHz for 
the EMD in a static test rig (Test 1). Also included are data for locations 2 and 4 cm to the left of 
the centeriine when there is no liquid metal (Indalloy) in the containment. The computational 
results agree well with the measured data along the vertical distance of the air gap. 

The stored energy (integral B'H/2 dv) and power loss (integral J**2/a dv) of the materials 
used in EMD applications (Test 1) are shown in Table 2. The percentage of each material is the 
ratio with respect to all of the materials (five materials in this case). From this table, we can see 
that most of the power is lost in the carbon steel tube (60.6% for stored energy and 94.6% for 
power loss) because of its high permeability (Table 1). With high-energy consumption and high 
Joule heating in the carbon steel tube, cooling water is required in the design shown in Fig. 6. 
However, even with this disadvantage, carbon steel is still used because it can confine the magnetic 
flux, and because of its high permeability and shallow skin depth, it provides a uniform magnetic 
field that crosses the liquid metal. Because most of the magnetic flux density is confined within the 
skin depth of the carbon steel tube, little magnetic flux penetrates into the carbon steel plate and 
induces low stored energy and power loss. The copper roller and copper shield contain little stored 
energy and experience Httle power loss because of their high electric conductivity and low 
permeability. 

m 

0.20 

0.15 

O.lOi 

0.05 

^ 

• 

'a 
Q D \ 

°A 'o 
^ • . . 

°oi^ 

o 
a 
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Measurement (CL) 
Measurement (2 cm) 
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ComDulation (CL) 
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Computation (4 cm) 

0.00 
0 .0 
(Nip) 

0.1 0.2 0.3 

Height (m) 

0.4 0.5 

Fig. 7. Measured and calculated magnetic flux density (Bx) as function of vertical distance 

from nip at centeriine of 5-mm air gap for EMD in static test rig (Test 1). 
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Table 2. Stored energy and power loss in EMD materials 

Materials 

Copper Roller 

Carbon Steel Tube 

Carbon Steel Plate 

Laminated Material 

Copper Shield 

Stored Energy (%) 

2.7 

60.6 

2.9 

32.0 

1.8 

Power Loss (%) 

0.3 

94.6 

4.8 

0.0 

0.3 

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the magnetic flux density vector at a cut plane, 15 cm 
above the nip, of the EMD (1=13 kA, f = 4.4 kHz) in a twin-roll casting static test rig (Test 2). In 
this figure, with high permeability in the laminated material and low permeability in the copper 
shield, magnetic flux concentrates in the laminated material; then crosses the air gap; passes 
through the skin depths of the carbon steel tube, the carbon steel plate, and the Indalloy; and finally 
returns to the laminated material in a closed loop. Under the influence of the periodic current, the 
conductor generates a variable magnetic field in the system. The variable magnetic field, in tum, 
gives rise to an induced current. Thus, the liquid metal is subject to EM body forces caused by the 
interaction ofthe eddy currents and the magnetic field. With these EM forces, liquid metal could 
be confined within the mold in the EMD application. 

Profiles of magnetic flux density, induced eddy current, and Lorentz's force in the liquid 
metal Indalloy at I = 13 kA, f = 4.4 kHz for the EMD in Test 2 are displayed in Figs. 9a-c, 
respectively. Any one of these three field vectors is always perpendicular to the others. At the 
surface of the Indalloy, near the inductor, most of the magnetic flux density, eddy current, and 
magnetic forces accumulate at a short depth into the Indalloy because of the skin depth effect. The 
maximum values of flux density, eddy current, and force occur at the nip of the liquid metal 
because the distance between rollers is minimal at the nip of the liquid metal. Maximum magnetic 
force is necessary to overcome the maximum hydrostatic pressure at the nip. From the design 
standpoint, the induced magnetic force must be large enough to overcome the hydrostatic pressure 
of the liquid metal and to confine the liquid metal inside the container. 
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Figure 10 presents the free surface profile of the liquid metal Indalloy in a twin-roll casting 
static test rig with an EMD (I = 13 kA, f = 4.4 kHz, Test 2). The volume fraction method was 
introduced to track the free interface between the liquid metal and the air gap. The shape of the free 
surface is govemed primarily by the balance of EM pressures against pressures due to gravity. 
With the capability to predict free-surface shape, the design problem reduces to that of placing a 
conducting coil or coils so that a desired free surface can be obtained or that metal can be confined 
against a specified static head. 

In Figure 11, the velocity profile of the liquid metal Indalloy is shown under EM fields (I = 
13 kA, f = 4.4 kHz) in a static test rig (Test 2). The EM fields and gravity induce the circulation 
flow pattem, and the velocity is transported inside the liquid metal by fluid viscosity, especially 
turbulence viscosity. The maximum velocity (4.47 m/s) occurs at the nip of the liquid metal, near 
the inductor, because of the maximum magnetic force at that location. 

Figures 12a and 12b, which show the confinement of the liquid metal Indalloy for operating 
cunents of I = 13 kA, f = 4.4 kHz, and I = 18 kA, f = 4.4 kHz, respectively, in a twin-roll casting 
static test rig (Test 2), are the free-surface shapes observed from a vertical plane cut through the 
center of the liquid metal. In Fig. I2a, with I = 13 kA, the top of the pool barely touches the 
magnet at the locations that are close to the surface of the roller. Here, the top does not mean the 
height at the liquid metal head, which is 25 cm above the nip, but a height =18-22 cm above the 
nip. In other words, liquid metal may touch the magnet near the roller surface at a height of =18-
22 cm, and, above 22 cm, it is pushed far away from the magnet. Below 18 cm, liquid metal is 
well contained. In Fig. 12b, with a stronger current (I = 18 kA) in the coil, liquid metiil is 
contained everywhere. It should be emphasized that the computer model accurately predicts the 
containment at locations that are identical with experimental observation. The push-back distance 
of liquid Indalloy from the face of the EMD under EM force is shown in Table 3 for the case when 
1 = 18 kA, f = 4.4 kHz. The information included in Table 3 and Figures 12a and 12b was 
obtained from the computer model and can be used to optimize the caster design for a commercial 
device. 

Table 3. Computer-modeled push-back distances of liquid Indalloy from magnetic dam face 

at I = 18 kA and f = 4.4 kHz (Test 2) 

Height above nip (cm) 

Push-back (mm) 

5 

7.8 

10 

7.0 

15 

6.5 

20 

6.5 

25 

27 

Profiles of magnetic flux density, induced eddy curtent, and Lorentz force in the metal 
AISI304 at I = 23.5 kA and f = 1.6 kHz in a dynamic test rig (Test 3) are presented in Figs. 13a-c, 
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respectively Each of these three field vectors is always perpendicular to the others. At the liquid 
m a urface near the conductor, most of the magnetic flux density, eddy cuirent, and magnetic 
Ze accumulate at a shallow depth into the metal because of the skin depth effect. The maximum 
values of flux density, eddy current, and force occur at the nip of the liquid metal, because the 
distance between rollers is minimal there. 

While Fig 14a presents the free-surface profile of the liquid metal stainless steel (AISI304) 
in an operating twin-roll caster (Test 3) with an EMD (I = 23.5 kA, f = 1.6 kHz), Fig. 14b shows 
the free-surface shapes observed from a vertical plane cut through the center of the liquid metal. 
With the EMD, liquid metal is contained with a pool height of 33 cm everywhere. The volume 
fraction method was introduced to track the free interface between the liquid metal and the air gap. 
The shape of the free surface is govemed primarily by the balance of EM pressures against 
pressures due to gravity, stining, and metal feeding. Again, with the capability to predict free 
surface shape, the design problem is reduced to that of placing a conducting coil or coils so that a 
desired free-surface can be obtained or that metal can be confined against a specified static head. 

The velocity profile of the liquid metal AIS1304 for an operating twin-roll caster (Test 3) is 
presented in Fig. 15. EM fields, gravity, and metal feeding induce the circulation flow pattem. 
Maximum velocity occurs at the nip of the liquid metal, near the conductor, because of the 
maximum magnetic force at that location. 

Table 4 shows computed and measured values of push-back distance at the centeriine of the 
liquid pool (AISI304) from the EMD face when I = 23.5 kA, f = 1.6 kHz. The results show that 
the calculated push-back distances are slightly shorter than the measured distance, because the 
experimental data were measured under static conditions and the force caused by metal feeding was 
not included. The information in Table 4 was obtained from the computer model and can be used 
to optimize the caster design for a commercial device. 

Table 4. Measured and computer-calculated push-back distances (mm) 
of liquid stainless steel (AISI304) 

from magnetic dam face at I = 23.5 kA and f = 1.6 kHz (Test 3) 

Height of liquid metal 
Above the nip (cm) 

Measured (Static case) 

Calculated (Dynamic case) 

at Nip 

27.5 

24.7 

5 

26.0 

24.7 

10 

24.5 

24.2 

15 

18.8 

19.3 

20 

17.5 

16.9 

25 

15.0 

15.5 

30 

17.5 

16.9 
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Fig. 8. Distribution of magnetic flux density vector at cut plane 

of EMD in twin-roll casting 
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(a)B, , ,= 1.28T,B™„ = 5.3E-6T (b) J_^ = 1.22E-(-8 Aim, J-j^ = 5830 Aim \ 

(c) Fmax = I-5E-1-8 nt/m^ F„i„ = 0.06 nt/m^ 

Fig. 9. Field distribution in liquid Indalloy at I = 13 kA, f = 4.4 kHz: 

(a) magnetic flux density, (b) eddy cunent, and (c) magnetic force. 
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Volume of fluid 

Fig. 10. Free surface of liquid Indalloy in twin-roll casting with EMD 

Fig. 11. Velocity profile of liquid Indalloy in twin-roll casting with EMD 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 12. Confinement of liquid metal (Indalloy) for operating currents 

in a twin-roll casting static test rig: 

(a)I= 13 kA, f = 4.4 kHz and (b) I = 18 kA, f = 4.4 kHz 
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(a) B^,x = 1-28 T, B„,„ = 5.44E-7 T (b)J. 8.1E-I-7 A/m ,J„,i„ = 0.2A/m 

(c) F^ax = 8.0E-t-7 nt/m', F^i„ = 1.8E-7 nt/m^ 

Fig. 13. Field distribution in liquid metal AISI304 at I = 23.5 kA, f = 1.6 kHz: 

(a) magnetic flux density, (b) eddy cunent, and (c) magnetic force. 
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Hciiihi lemi 

Volume of fluid 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 14. (a) Free-surface profile and (b) free-surface shapes from vertical plane 

cut through center of liquid metal AISI304 in dynamic twin-roll casting with EMD 

Velocity [nys] 

Fig. 15. Velocity profile of liquid metal AISI304 in dynamic twin-roll casting with EMD 
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7 Summary 

Numerical simulations of the EM fields and the fluid flows within liquid metal have been 
performed for a thin-strip twin-roll casting static test rig with an EMD that closely approximates an 
actual continuous casting arrangement. The coupling of a 3-D EM code (ELEKTRA) and a 3-D 
thermal hydraulic code (CaPS-EM) provided encouraging consistency and a reasonably accurate 
prediction of the flow pattem, free-surface shape, and EMD containment. The developed computer 
model can predict EM fields, eddy curtents, free surface, and fluid flows, and provides a better 
understanding of EM casters. The model presented here demonstrates the feasibility of full-face 
containment by the EMD under various operating conditions. The Appendix of this report is a 
User's Guide for Modeling of MHD Edge Containment in Strip Casting with ELEKTRA and 
CaPS-EM Codes 

The followup work on this research will be the development of a 3-D model for two-way 
coupled-field analysis that will include the iteration between EM fields and fluid flows. An 
analysis of heat transfer and induction heat will be required to gain an understanding of 
solidification behavior during the process. Modeling for surface cracks during solidification of 
liquid metal in twin-roll casting will be developed to optimize the design of EM twin-roll casters. 
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1 Input and Output Data of ELEKTRA 

The ELEKTRA code is commercial software developed by VECTOR FIELDS Inc. (Oxford, 
England) for 3-D eddy-current computation and electromagnetic (EM) design. 

1.1 Material Definition Mode 

Material property definitions consist of two compulsory key words and several options that 
add special properties or control settings of several volumes simultaneously. 

The first key word in material definition of ELEKTRA is the "material name." This can be 
any character string of up to 8 characters, beginning with a letter. There are two predefined 
material names, AIR and NULL. AIR is for any non-conducting volume with a relative 
permeability of unity. Volumes with name NULL are omitted from the final mesh, enabling the 
creation of holes in the mesh to represent, e.g., electrodes. The definition of each material in terms 
of its permeability and, if necessary, conductivity, is supplied during the commands that create the 
analysis data file. 

The second key word is the "potential type." These are REDUCED, TOTAL, and VECTOR. 
The following mles must be followed in ELEKTRA. REDUCED scalar potential must be used in 
a space where source currents are flowing. It is often easiest to make all of the AIR use reduced 
scalar potential but a model should not have only REDUCED potential volumes. 

TOTAL scalar potential can also be used in any AIR volumes. It is also possible to use 
REDUCED scalar potential but this should only be used as a last resort, if it is not possible to 
specify a region where the total scalar potential would be single valued. Total scalar potential can 
also be used in any AIR volumes, which do not contain source currents. This reduces the number 
of nodes at which the coil field must be calculated and also improves the accuracy of the total field 
in situations where the fields from the coils and the magnetic materials almost cancel. 

Magnetic VECTOR potential must be used in non-AIR volumes with non-zero conductivity. 
In some situations, it must also be used in adjacent AIR or other non-conducting volumes so that 
the total magnetic scalar potential in surrounding volumes is single valued. In some models it is 
convenient to assign a curtent density to volumes of the mesh. These non-AIR volumes should be 
modeled with magnetic VECTOR potential and should have zero conductivity. 

ELEKTRA can solve problems with constant permeability (linear) or with a defined 

relationship between flux density and field intensity (nonlinear). 

MU Isotropic permeability 

MUXX X-component of anisotiopic permeability 
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MUYY Y-component of anisotropic pemieability 

ivnjzz Z-component of anisotropic penneability 

SIGMA Electrical conductivity 

VELX X-component of velocity 

YgLY Y-component of velocity 

YFLZ Z-component of velocity 
VMOD Magnitude of velocity: SQRT(VELX**2+VELY**2+VELZ**2) 

pRgQ Frequency (steady-state AC) 

1.2 Input Parameters of Conductor 

The ELEKTRA code contains a wide range of predefined conductor geometries, ranging 
from simple solenoids to bedsteads and racetracks wound on the surface of cylinders. The code 
also contain primitive conductor elements that can be joined together to build up conductor circuits. 
The following conductors are available [19,20]: 

• Solenoid around one axis • Generally orientated solenoid 
• Racetrack around one axis • Generally orientated racetrack 
. Bedstead around one axis • Generally orientated bedstead 
• Helical end racetrack • Constant-perimeter end racetrack 
• Circular-arc element • Straight bar element 
• 8-node brick element • 20-node brick element 

To enable conductors to be oriented in space cortectiy, local coordinate systems can be defined; to 
reduce the amount of data necessary for symmetiy and reflection, the code can be used to replicate 
a basic shape. In the conductor file, parameters common to all conductors, including the local 
coordinate systems and replication parameters, will be described first, before details of the 
conductor shapes are given. Finally, the parameters of the subcommands are listed. 

The parameters of subcommands are current density, drive label, and tolerance. The curtent 
flowing in the conductors is defined by current density (CURD). For conductors with changing 
cross section, the current density applies to the first face of the conductor. For time-dependent 
problems, the PHASE parameter is used to specify a drive label. The SOLVERS command allows 
each value of the drive label to be associated with a phase angle (steady-state AC) or a drive 
function (transient). 

The fields from some conductors are calculated by an adaptive integration method that 
requires the user to supply a TOLERANCE that specifies the error tolerance on the flux density in 
the units that the system is using. The field from conductors without a TOLERANCE parameter, 
or with TOLERANCE set equal to zero, is calculated to a tolerance of 10 gauss. A negative value 
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of TOLERANCE can be used to require a single filament approximation to the conductors. The 
actual value of a negative tolerance is irrelevant. 

1.3 Output of Potential and Field Values 

POT Magnetic or electric scalar potential 

BX,BY,BZ Magnetic flux density 
BMOD Magnitude of magnetic flux density: SQRT(BX**2-l-BY**2-l-BZ**2) 

HX,HY,HZ Magnetic field strength 
HMOD Magnitude of magnetic field strength: SQRT(HX**24-HY**2-l-HZ**2) 

DX,DY,DZ Electric flux density 
DMOD Magnitude of electric flux density: SQRT(DX**2-l-DY**2-l-DZ**2) 

EX,EY,EZ Electric field strength 
EMOD Magnitude of electric field strength: SQRT(EX**2-HEY**2+EZ**2) 

JX,JY,JZ Current density 
JMOD Magnitude of cun-ent density: SQRT(JX**2-^JY**2+JZ**2) 

AX,AY,AZ Magnetic vector potential 
AMOD Magnitude of magnetic vector potential: SQRT(AX**2-l-AY**2-i-AZ**2) 

FX,FY,FZ Force 
FMOD Magnitude of force: SQRT(FX**2-̂ FY**2-)-FZ**2) 

ENERGY Stored energy 
POWER Power loss 

Not all field values apply to all problems, and the precise meaning of the scalar potential depends 
on the potential type of the element concemed (TOTAL magnetic scalar potential, REDUCED 
magnetic scalar potential, or electric scalar potential in VE(2TOR regions or electrostatics 
problems). 

2 Input and Output Data of CaPS-ElM 

2.1 *TS Input file Description 

2.1.1 Introduction 

When the geometry is set, the initial and boundary conditions for the various sections of the 
geometry are assigned, and the geometry is meshed; a simulation mn can be conducted. The 
simulation requires input parameters about the extent of the mn, time-step size, etc. This input file, 
the *TS file, is created with the vi editor. The various mn-control parameters are described below. 
Of course, only a few parameters are required but all parameters are included to demonstrate the 
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vastapplications of the CaPS-EM software. T h e c o m p u ^ ^ n a l c l — i ^ P ^ 

S t e n o r The intersection of a surface and consecutive grid planes outimes a surface dementi 

User input is read from a file associated with Unit 5 and is called the *TS file, where the * 
s i g n i f S r roject name. This input consists of two required namelists. The *BC file which 
Z y contain several other record groups (such as themial structures), also facihtates in settmg up 
the initial and boundary conditions. The tem, record corresponds to the eariier concept of a card 
image. The user may specify Unit 5 or the *TS input file in any order. One possible order is 

Problem description and comments (Optional) 
Namelist/geom/ 
Nameli St/data/ 

Below, we describe the variables that may be used in the Namelist/geom/ and Namelist/data/ 
sections of the TS file. An asterisk in parenthesis (*) indicates that the comesponding value is 
assigned to the variable as default. 

2.1.2 Namelist/geotn/ 

iemf Flag to include electromagnetic field calculations, 
= 1 Calculations of electromagnetic fields. 

ifvof Flag to enable volume of fluid calculations, 
= 1 Calculations of volume of fluid. 

iroll Flag to enable dynamic rollers 
= 0 Static test rigs (non-rotating rollers), 
= 1 Dynamic test rigs (rollers rotating around X-axis), 
= 2 Dynamic test rigs (rollers rotating around Y-axis), 
= 3 Dynamic test rigs (rollers rotating around Z-axis). 

isolve Flag to detennine the solution technique used to solve the energy equations, 
= 0 Successive overrelaxation (SOR) solution scheme is used. 

isolvr Flag to determine the solution technique used to solve the pressure equations, 
= 0 Successive overrelaxation (SOR) solution scheme is used, 
= 11 Preconditioned conjugate gradient solver is used. 

iturke Flag to enable turbulence flow model, 
= 0 No-turbulence model, 
= 12 k-e two-equation turbulence model is used. 
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2.1.3 namelist/data/ 

alpha = 0.0 Semi-implicit time advancement for momentum and energy equations, 
= 1.0 Fully implicit time advancement for momentum and energy equations (*). 

ifmom =0 No momentum calculation, 
= 1 Momentum calculation is perfonned (*). 

ifener = 0 No energy calculation, 
= I Energy calculation is perfonned (*). 

istate = 2 Beginning of a transient mn (*), 
= 3 Continuation of a transient run. 

Time- and Time-Step-Related Parameters 

dt(I) 

dt(2) 

idtime 

ntmax 

rdtime 

timax 

tstart 

ntplot 

= 0 

>0 

< 0 

Initial time-step size, second. 

Maximum time-step size, second. This value is used when automatic time 
Step is enabled, idtime = 1. 

Time-step size is taken from the user-specified variable dt. 
Time-step size is computed internally as the product of the largest allowable 
time increment given the conditions (Courant time-step size and a user-
specified variable, rdtime). 

Maximum time-step number for this mn. Normal termination occurs after 
completion of this time step (99999). 

Time-step size is computed internally as the product of the largest allowable 
time increment, given the conditions. This value is used only if Idtime = 1. 

Maximum time of this mn. Normal termination occurs after this time 
has been reached, second (3.6E-(-7). timax refers to the simulation or 
problem time, not the computer CPU time needed to mn the problem. 

Initial time, second (0.0). This value should be reset to zero at the beginning 
of a transient run, istate = 2. 

Up to 25 values to specify when step information is to be written. The 
following are acceptable values of ntplot: 

No more step information is written (*). 

Time-step number for which step infonnation is written. After the nth 
positive time step in ntplot has been processed, the (n-Hl)th value of ntplot 
is used to determine which subsequent time steps are written to the RUN 

directory. 

A value -n indicates that information is written to the RUN directory every nth 
time step. No subsequent values of ntplot are considered. Example: ntplot 
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Iteration Control 

epsl 

eps2 

eps3 

eps5 

it(l) 

itmaxp 

itmaxe 

omega 

omegad 

omegae 

omegak 

omegav 

relaxe 

gravx 

gravy 

gravz 

pvoid 

= -5 indicates that every fifth step is to be processed, ntplot - 5, 10 -M 
indicates that steps 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, etc., are to be processed, ntplot - 10, 
20, 0 indicates that only steps 10 and 20 are to be processed. 

Parameters 

Mass convergence criterion parameter (l.OE-4). 

Mass convergence criterion parameter (l.OE-6). 

Implicit convergence criterion parameter (5.0E-5). 

Energy solver convergence criterion parameter (l.OE-5). 

Number of iterations permitted for time steps. 

Number of iterations in the pressure solver (99). 

Number of iterations in the energy solver (99). 

Relaxation factor for the SOR pressure solver (1.5). 

Underrelaxation factor for the turbulence kinetic energy dissipation 
coefficients (0.7). 

Underrelaxation factor for the energy equation coefficients (1.0). 

Underrelaxation factor for the turbulence kinetic energy coefficients (0.7). 

Underrelaxation factor for the momentum equation coefficients (1.0). 

Relaxation factor for the SOR energy solver (0.95). 

X-component of gravity vector, m/s^ (0.0). 

Y-component of gravity vector, m/s^ (0.0). 

Z-component of gravity vector, m/s^ (0.0). 

Back-pressure exerted on the free surface. 

Electromagnetic-Field Control Parameters 

lease 

ifreq 

cele 

cmhd 

= 0 
= 1 

= 1 
= 2 

No cell output data for EMD applications (*). 
Cell output data for EMD applications. 

Electromagnetic data input flag 
Input the data of EM fields and eddy currents from ELEKTRA to CaPS-EM. 
Input the data of EM fields and EM forces from ELEKTRA to CaPS-EM (*). 

Electric conductivity (0.0). 

Magnetic-effect constant (0.1). 
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clock Time with constant voltage (0.0). 

bmodl Coefficient 1 for modified magnetic/electric field (0.0). 

bmod2 Coefficient 2 for modified magnetic/electric field (0.0). 

bmod3 Coefficient 3 for modified magnetic/electric field (0.0). 

bmod4 Coefficient 4 for modified magnetic/electric field (0.0). 

bmodS Coefficient 5 for modified magnetic/electric field (0.0). 

bmod6 Coefficient 6 for modified magnetic field (0.0). 

bmod7 Coefficient 7 for modified magnetic field (0.0). 

bmodS Coefficient 8 for modified magnetic field (0.0). 

fmodl Coefficient 1 for modified EM force/factor (0.0). 

fmod2 Coefficient 2 for modified EM force/factor (0.0). 

fmod3 Coefficient 3 for modified EM force/factor (0.0). 

fmod4 Coefficient 4 for modified EM force/factor (0.0). 

fmod5 Coefficient 5 for modified EM force/factor (0.0). 

fmod6 Coefficient 6 for modified EM force (0.0). 

fmod7 Coefficient 7 for modified EM force (0.0). 

fmod8 Coefficient 8 for modified EM force (0.0). 

cofemf Adjustment coefficient of magnetic effect (1.0). 

Dynamic Roller Control Parameters 

nmr Number of cells with wall shear force. 

angvel Angular velocity of roller, rad/s (0.0). 

coroll Adjustment coefficient of roller wall friction (1.0). 

droll I Starting length of rollers (0.0). 

droll2 Ending length of rollers (0.0). 

hmetal Height of liquid metal (0.0). 

radius Radius of twin rolls (0.0). 

xcroll X coordinate of roller center (0.0). 

ycroll Y coordinate of roller center (0.0). 

zcroll Z coordinate of roller center (0.0). 
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2.2 Print Step 

2.2.1 Introduction 

A hard-copy output of the various vanables can be obtained by creating a *.PS file in the 
current working run directory. This file directs CaPS-EM as to which variables are to be pnnted 
and can be initiated after any of the evolved step files, which are the binary simulation result files. 
As an example, this file appears as 

K - plane 3 
Variables ul bemf cemf femf 

Where the plane of interest is the kth-plane, clipped 3 cells in the z-direction. Multiple planes can 

also be printed by writing the plane of interest in the *.PS file. 

2.2.2 Description of Cell Output Variables 

ul X-component of velocity (m/s) 

vl Y-component of velocity (m/s) 

wl Z-component of velocity (m/s) 

hi Enthalpy (J/kg) 

tl Temperature (Celsius) 

al Volume porosity 

ri Density (kg/m3) 

P Pressure (Pa) 

tk Turbulence kinetic energy (J/kg) 

qsour Volumetric heat source (w/m'') 

rmu Molecular viscosity (Pa*s) 

turcon Turbulent conductivity [W/(m*K)] 

turvis Turbulent viscosity (Pa*s) 

rcon Molecular conductivity [W/(m*K)] 

xms Solid mass fraction 

vfluid Cell fluid volume (m )̂ 

vof Volume of fluid 

td Dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy (W/kg) 

spheat Specific heat [J/(kg*K)] 

eke Flow kinetic energy (J/kg) 

bemfx X-component of magnetic flux density (Tesla) 

bemfy Y-component of magnetic flux density (Tesla) 
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bemfz Z-component of magnetic flux density (Tesla) 

bemf Magnetic flux density (Tesla) 

cemfx X-component of curtent density (A/m )̂ 

cemfy Y-component of curtent density (A/m )̂ 

cemfz Z-component of curtent density (A/m )̂ 

cemf Curtent density (A/m )̂ 

eemfx X-component of electric potential (Volt/m) 

eemfy Y-component of electric potential (Volt/m) 

eemfz Z-component of electric potential (Volt/m) 

eemf Electric potential (Volt/m) 

femfx X-component of electromagnetic force (nt/m )̂ 

femfy Y-component of electromagnetic force (nt/m )̂ 

femfz Z-component of electromagnetic force (nt/m') 

femf Electromagnetic force (nt/m') 

pmag Average magnetic pressure (Pa) 

pfest Ferrostatic pressure (Pa) 

qemf Resistivity heat (J/m') 

uroll X-component of velocity induced by shear force of rotating roller (m/s) 

vroll Y-component of velocity induced by shear force of rotating roller (m/s) 

wroll Z-component of velocity induced by shear force of rotating roller (m/s) 

3 JMaterial Properties of CaPS-ElVI 

3.1 Introduction 

Material properties are permitted to be temperature dependent in CaPS-EM. Four material-
property variables are required: thermal conductivity, density, specific heat, and viscosity. If 
temperature-dependent properties are available, CaPS-EM lineariy interpolates the adjacent 
properties to provide properties over the entire temperature range, and uses the more elaborate 
table. Beyond the last property value, CaPS-EM assumes a constant equal to the last property 
value. 

The advantage of using temperature-dependent properties rather than constants is that by 
doing so, the actual phase change at a particular temperature can be realized. Also, the temperature 
dependence con-esponds to real-worid properties, because properties vary as a function of 
temperature. If only constant properties are available for the particular material, e.g., the solid and 
liquid state properties, CaPS-EM lineariy inteipolates the end points and assumes constant values 
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beyond the table entries. In Section 3.2, we explain how to create a *.prop file in the properties 

subdirectory. 

3.2 Property Database Organization 

The properties directory contains the files that defines the properties for all of the materials 
that are to be available to the CaPS-EM software. The CaPS-EM materials are organized m a 
library directory, where there exists a file called "available.materials", which is a table of contents 
of the materials in the library. The properties of a material are in files named "*.prop . The 
property data are in tabular fonnat, and property data file names are listed m the file. The 
properties directory already contains several sample properties files. The file name must be no 
more than 11 alphanumeric characters long, and including the ".prop" extension, it must not be 
more than 16 alphanumeric characters long. 

As mentioned eariier, properties are evaluated by linear interpolation of two adjacent tabular 
data at the con-esponding temperatures. The property value beyond the one that is last defined is 
considered a constant, with a value equal to the last defined value. Each material file must contain 
tables for the following properties: 

Units 

(heat*length)/(time*area*temp) 

mass/volume 

heat/(mass*temp) 

(force*time)/Iength2 

The state of the casting material can be solid, mushy, or liquid, where mushy is the term used 
when solid and liquid states coexist. In the mushy case, the solidus and liquidus temperatures also 
must be specified in the material property database file. 

The following is a sample file for the stainless steel AISI304. This file will be used to 
explain the various terms. 

/COM A1SI304 (stainless steel) 
/COM Electromagnetic Edge Dam 
/COM tjiquidus = 1454.0, t_soIidus = 1400.0 
MPTEMP 
MPTEMP, 1, 
MPDATA.KXX , 1, 1, 
MPTEMP 
MPTEMP, 1, 
MPDATA,DENS, 1, 1 

Property 

Thermal Conductivity 

Mass Density 

Specific Heat 

Viscosity 

Name 

KXX 

DENS 

C 

Vise 

507.0, 
22.4, 

1400.0, 
7900.0, 

1400.0, 
34.1, 

1454.0, 
7200.0, 

1454.0, 
28.1, 

1494.0, 
28.6, 
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MPDATA.VISC, 
MPTEMP 
MPTEMP, 1, 
MPTEMP,C 

1, 1, l.OOeOO, 2.193E-3, 

1, 1, 
507.0, 
598.1, 

1400.0, 
684.9, 

1400.0, 
6057.3, 

1454.0, 
6057.3, 

1454.0, 
689.0, 

1494.0, 
692.1, 

The following aspects of the above files must be noted: 

/COM Comment lines used to either write references, citations, tjiquidus and 
t_solidus values, or to_si conversions. The first two lines are read by the 
Vbounds module of CaPS-EM, which assigns initial and boundary conditions 
to various parts of the geometry. Thus, the first /COM line must contain the 
name of the material, and the following line may contain a brief description of 
the material. 

MPTEMP These are the temperature-specified lines, which may contain, at most, five 
temperature values per line. The first four spaces after "MPTEMP" are to be 
used for the index of the following temperature value. Thus," 1," implies 
that the temperature value following the comma is the first temperature value, 
" 6," implies that the following temperature value is the sixth value, and so 
on. 

MPDATA This is the prompt to define material-property values. Following "MPDATA," 
either of the properties may be specified, limiting the variable name to four 
characters. Thus, KXX is the thermal conductivity, DENS is the density, C is 
the specific heat, and VISC is the viscosity. If the variable name is less than 
four characters, blank spaces must be specified until four spaces are utilized, 
followed by a comma. Thus, following "MPDATA,", we can have "KXX ,", 
"DENS,", "Vise,", or "C ,". The following three spaces are reserved for 
indexing. This is followed by a comma. The next three spaces indicate the 
index of the first data value on that line. Thus" 1," indicates that the first 
data value on that line is the first in the series," 6," indicates that it is sixth in 
the series, and so on. 

Note that the "to_si" unit conversions can be embedded within each definition of the material 
properties. In the above examples, the units are all in SI and therefore, "to_si" parameters need not 
be used. The tjiquidus and t_solidus values follow the comment lines. 

Thus, new materials may be made available to CaPS-EM merely by adding a new property 
file into the materials property database file. After a new material file has been created, the 
"available materials" file must include the name of the new file for CaPS-EM to identify it. This 
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can be done by executing the script "make table," which searches for all the *.prop files and 

appends their names into the "available materials" file. 
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